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Kat Canton sees too muchâ€”even while she sees nothing at all. Used to being both blind and

psychic, she does the best she can with the cards she has been dealt. Even if those cards are of

the Tarot variety. With two strikes against her, Kat has given up on love completely. Who would

want to date a blind psychic?It isnâ€™t until her friend Gustavia shows up at Katâ€™s door with a

new client for a reading that everything changes. A pair of pesky ghosts force Kat into making new

friends, helping to solve an old family mystery, and chasing a mad man bent on revenge.Then

comes the fateful day when a pair of warm brown eyes pierces the fog clouding her vision, and Kat

is literally blindsided by the chance at love. Now, Kat is faced with the choice of learning to let light

and love shine though, or forever stay safe in her nest of darkness.
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this is the 4th and final book in a series centering on 4 young women and thier paranormal ablities,

finding a lost treasure, love and crime. Please read them in order as it makes sense and they are

quite fun.they are happy books and yet have enough action and intrigue to keep you interestedIf



anyone has read the Witch Central series by Debrah Geary will enjoy this series.

Having read the other three books in this series, I was looking forward to reading this one. The

development of the characters is good; the main characters were colorful and likeable. My one

criticism is that it really needs better editing. I'm not real picky, but there were words misused and

others that were missing. Still an enjoyable read.

Despite the spoiler posted by another reviewer, ruining the major plot twist of this book, I decided to

give it a try, since it sounded as if it might have a delightful "Ghost Whisperer" flavor. However, I

simply wasn't impressed. The editing is riddled with small, annoying errors throughout (i.e., "...we

have these book...", instead of books), and the story seemed more of a cheesy romance than a

mystery; the characters and their interactions trite. After the almost-obligatory "psychic saves lost

child, thereby proving her ability" sequence (Charlaine Harris did this SO much better early in the

Sookie Stackhouse series) I realized I was totally bored with the whole book and by Chapter 9 I

packed it in and deleted it from my Kindle.

Loved all the books.... quick fun reads, you end up loving every character all the girls are so

different but yet the same, the ghost are funny.. An you kinda wish the house really exist, the detail

of everything, you can imagine what it all looks like...An who doesn't love a treasure hunt? Must

read all four from the beginning!

I loved this series. I read the whole series from start to finish without a break and started on her next

series that promises to be just as good.The characters are deep and well thought out. There are

many touching moments but a lot of funny ones, too. I highly recommend the whole series.

I enjoyed reading these four books very much. I like reading a book and learning new words at the

same time and these had quite a few. The characters in the books quickly became friends and I

became invested in their lives. Fabulous writing!

This is the last book in the series. All of them were amazing. You get to know and love the

characters as individuals, as pairs ans as a group. I do not normally enjoy paranormal stories, but

this entire series was worth the step out of my comfort zone!



I was attracted to the series from the first book and couldn't wait to read each book. They each

stand on their own and yet read good as a series I loved that it had clean good romance with out all

the naughty detail. I was sucked In to each book and simply found the. Delightful. Couldn't put the

books down the whole series was read.
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